
MEVOFIT: FIRST FREE INTEGRATED APP
FOR ALL AROUND FITNESS WITH REAL
REWARDS
Full nutrition and weight-loss program integrated with Google Fit and FitBit available for Android and
iOS users

DE, WILMINGTON, US, November 7, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Mevolife is a fitness brand that
utilizes technology to deliver a host of modern consumer and business products like fitness platforms,
websites and apps. The company Mevolife Inc. presents MevoFit app, the first and only all in one
fitness trainer coach that makes exercising easy and fun with rewards to buy real goods. MevoFit is
all-inclusive mobile application that features information about food and nutrition, exercise, levels of
physical activity and access to health-related communities. It delivers more than the top 10 fitness
routine apps in the market combined together.

The app is available for free at Apple App Store and Google Play Store, and is fully integrated with
MevoFit Drive, Google Fit and FitBit, a health-tracking platform created to blend data from multiple
apps and devices. The integration allows MevoFit users to sync nutrition and fitness data and keep
better track of their fitness goals. “As fitness is becoming more and more integrated with smartphones
and wearable's these days, it isn’t uncommon to see plenty of fitness apps available for the devices.
MevoFit's goal is to make having a healthy lifestyle very easy to have. By combining more apps into
one and compelling full integration with Google Fit and FitBit, we are changing and creating new way
the fitness is perceived. MevoFit is the only app that brings fitness with benefits” – says the founder
and CEO of Mevolife, Khyati Mahajan.

MevoFit offers unique, diverse and different features at one stop like single platform for nutrition
information with nutritional value of more than 500K food items, exclusive exercise tracker with 500+
cardio and strength exercises and advanced GPS tracker. Best Workouts Plan with MevoFit are more
fun since it adds social element to the app through a connected social community to cheer and
support users on their fitness journey. 

MevoFit is the only app which makes members earn and not pay. Credits are earned for each healthy
activity in the app which can be used to buy healthy fitness merchandise including fitness bands,
sports sipper, waterproof gym bags and fashionable fitness apparels. For those who want to add an
edge to their health and fitness routine, it may be time to get the Mevo advantage by downloading the
MEVOFIT app in their smart phones.

Mevotivate Yourself with MevoFit https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsTOrIrwiVU

DOWNLOAD THE APP NOW-
Google Playstore -
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mevo.fit.mig.top.android.weightloss.tendays.losew
eight.fast.healthy.diet.workouts.home.app
App Store  - https://itunes.apple.com/in/app/mevo-weight-loss-fitness/id1082646969?mt=8
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ABOUT MEVOLIFE
Mevolife Inc is all round fitness App & Web Company with the vision of providing an overall health &
fitness solution to users through apps and Web. Mevolife goal is to change the way fitness is
perceived by helping users improve their fitness through a synergized approach with MevoFit app.
Mevolife empowers members to live healthier lives and achieve their weight loss goals through
motivation and challenges, coaching, overall health management, and the insights that come from
tracking and monitoring daily gym, calories, exercise, and nutrition. Join to experience fun
experiencing and weight loss by visiting http://www.mevofit.com/ or downloading the MevoFit app for
iPhone or Android. Mevolife plans to develop more than 50 health & fitness apps in the next months.
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